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Module 6 - Activity 18 & 19: The
Flying Pen Bot & Finding the Jet Fuel
Overview
Students create, test and refine code in order to solve a problem. They must use their
computational thinking skills to move the jet fuel cans to the grey robot by coding a set of
instructions.

Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling
or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller
parts.
Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various
forms of input and output.

Computing PoS Reference

Learn how to select, test and refine code in order to solve a problem. Work with
selection, forever loops and sensing blocks.

Learning Objective 

Success Criteria 
All: I can select, test and refine code in order to solve a problem.
Most: I can select, test and refine code in order to solve a problem and explain the steps I
took.
Some: I can select, test and refine code in order to solve a problem, explain how I
decomposed the problem and the steps I took to complete the task.

Key Words
event, key pressed,
control, input, motion,
point in direction, point
towards, switch, forever,
continuous, loop, sprite,
backdrop, selection,
debug, sensing,
decomposition.

Algorithm design.
Debugging.
Decomposition.
Control.
Input/output.
Loops (Forever).
Selection (If. Then).
Sensing.

Computer Science
Concepts

Mathematics: angles, 
estimation, problem 
solving.

Cross Curricular
Concepts



The Flying Pen Bot
EXPLORE: Click on the motion block and ask students to locate the if on edge, bounce block.
Test and stop the pen bot. Q: How will you stop the pen bot? How do you know? 
Students need to read the existing code, repeat until touching (blue), and steer the pen bot to
the blue dot.
CHALLENGE: Allow students to work through the challenge, following the on-screen
instructions.
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Introduction
Start this session with students in pairs, at their computer/device. Share the learning objective
and the success criteria. Explain that they are going to use SELECTION to solve a problem
using code. 
Q: When have we used selection previously? Can you give an example of selection?
Start Module 6 and watch the adventure until the coding for the pen bot sprite is introduced.

Finding the Jet Fuel
EXPLORE: Look at the fuel warehouse screen as a class. 
Q: Can you identify any blocks we have used before? What did they do?
Their challenge is to move the jet fuel cans to the grey robot. Tell them they are going to solve
this activity by exploring how it works with their partner. They must decide where they will
place the lamp sprites and code the blocks according to the positions of the lamps. They may
need to run the activity to understand and decompose the problem before they can find a
solution. They will need to test and refine their ideas and can stop and reset the room at any
time.
CHALLENGE: In pairs, work through the challenge to solve the problems. Encourage students
to explore, decompose, select test and debug until they find a solution. They should use a
planning sheet to record their ideas and plan the code.
EVALUATE: Discuss how they worked out the problem and how they solved each task.
Q: Were there different solutions?
Discuss, how useful it was to run the activity before they started to plan the code.
Q: How many attempts did they make? Did it help to decompose the problem?
Q: Did they need to use all of the lamp sprites?
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Work in mixed ability
pairs or with an adult.
Encourage them to
write out their plan for
the code prior to
testing.

SEN Support
Planning/Record sheet. 

Resources Extension Activity
OFFLINE ACTIVITY: Use
decomposition to work out
one of the other store
rooms on the Record
Sheet, then revisit Activity
19 to test their planning.

Possible Key Questions For Assessment 
What did you learn about coding today?
Can you explain what the problem was that we had to solve?
What steps did you take to solve the problem?
Could you decompose the tasks?
How did we solve the problem?
Where there any opportunities to debug?
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Mark the positions of the lamps on the diagram and record the instructions
for each lamp.
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Mark the positions of the lamps on the diagram and record the instructions
for each lamp.


